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Hug-a-Billy

Professors
protest state
pension plans
General Assembly
might pass reform
in next 36 hours
By Rachel Rodgers
News Editor

SETH SCHROEDER | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Fifth-grader Nick Steeple hugs Billy the Panther during Eastern's baseball game against Bradley at Coaches Stadium. Fifth and sixth grade students of Jefferson Elementary came out to the game as a field trip.

With the sun beating down and
cars erupting at the “Honk If You
Support Teachers” signs, more than
70 people circled the yard of State
Sen. Dale Righter’s office to protest
proposed pension reform.
Members of Eastern’s chapter of
the University Professionals of Illinois
and the Illinois Education Association
along with other community members filled the front lawn of 88 Broadway Ave. in Mattoon on Wednesday.
David Beck, a field service director
from the Illinois Federation of Teachers, said he helped organize to rally
against any rash decisions the Illinois
General Assembly may make regarding pension reform.
Beck said they gathered about 90
signatures petitioning Righter to vote
against any rash pension-reform legislation.
Righter was not in his office in
Mattoon because he was in Springfield during legislative session.
About 20 different pension protests occurred Wednesday in front of
the offices of state senators across the
state, he said.
Karen Whisler, a librarian at Booth
Library and a member of UPI, said
she has worked at various state universities for the past 35 years and has

faithfully paid into her pension fund.
“I entered into a contract with the
state to be protected when I retire,
and they plan to renege on that contract by stripping away our pensions,”
Whisler said. “By cutting our pensions, they are not solving the problem of our structural funding deficit,
and they need to step up to the plate
and keep their promises.”
On April 20, Gov. Pat Quinn proposed a pension reform plan to increase the retirement age to 67, increase the employee contribution by 3
percent and reduce the cost of living
adjustment to 3 percent or one-half of
the Consumer Price Index, whichever is lower.
His plan also calls for shifting normal costs to employers including
school districts, public universities
and community colleges.
Angela Warman, the president
of the Charleston Educational Support Personnel Association and a senior special education major at Eastern, said they wanted to send a clear
message to Righter that they know
that public pensions need to be funded, but it is unacceptable for any decisions to be made without all parties
being involved.
Warman said she has also been a
member of the Illinois Education association for 10 years.
“We are doing what teachers do.
We are educating the public,” she
said. “We are not being greedy. We
are simply asking for what is rightfully ours that we agreed to.”
PENSIONS, page 7
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City Council votes to save Charleston thousands
Council also
creates new class
of liquor license
By Clare Smith
City Editor

The City Council unanimously passed an ordinance that created
a new liquor license for hotels and
motels at its Tuesday meeting.
The council also passed five resolutions and five ordinances, and they
postponed discussion to a further
ordinance.
The new Class G liquor license
was created specifically for hotels,
which would be required to have at
least 25 sleeping rooms and a kitchen.
Mayor John Inyart said there is

currently one facility in Charleston
that would conform to these specifications.
“They currently have a restaurant
liquor license with a banquet rider, which allows them to have their
bar open beyond the time that their
kitchen is closed,” Inyart said. “The
hotel had asked a couple of times to
do some different things with marketing. For example, they wanted to do a Valentine’s Day package
that included a bottle of champagne
in the room. The restaurant license
doesn’t afford them that.”
The Class G liquor license, which
was approved unanimously, will give
hotels the freedom to do promotions
like this and provide services such as
room service, a kiosk at the front
desk and a bar separate from the hotel restaurant, Inyart said.
In order to accommodate the sin-

gle hotel in Charleston with a Class
G license, it was also necessary for
the Council to remove a restaurant
Class D license (from 14 to 13 licenses) and add a Class G license
(from zero to one license).
Brian Bower, the City Attorney,
said it was much cleaner to do the
two ordinances separately rather
than together.
The Council also voted on an ordinance that would allow state gambling machines to be present in
businesses selling alcohol.
“Under our current ordinance,
any type of gaming in a licensed facility where they sell alcohol is illegal,” Inyart said.
Despite the Charleston ordinance, the state has approved video poker as a way to pay for various
capital projects.
COUNCIL, page 7
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Council member Larry Rennels smiles during a Charleston City Council
meeting Tuesday in City Hall.
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EIU weather Honors Student Affairs director retires
TODAY

FRIDAY

Sunny
High: 78°
Low: 52°

Mostly Sunny
High: 83°
Low: 65°

For more weather visit castle.eiu.edu/weather.
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By Rachel Rodgers
News Editor

Margaret Messer is the mother of
the Honors College in many, many
ways, said the dean of the Honors
College.
Messer, the director of Honors Student Affairs, has worked with honors
students at Eastern for 20 years.
She will be retiring on June 30.
John Stimac, who became dean of
the Honors College two years ago,
said he remembers meeting Messer
during his first winter at Eastern in
1999 at Fall Commencement.
“She went to every single faculty member and every single administrator and made sure our caps, our
gowns and our hoods were on perfectly, and in a way, that reflects her
devotion to the students,” Stimac
said. “Our job is to be there for the
students, and she wanted to make the
students’ day perfect by making us
look good, and that’s Margaret.”
Messer, of Alderson, W. Va., said
she and her husband John came to
Eastern about 35 years ago, but they
did not intend to stay.
“John received a position teaching
in the School of Technology, and he
was going to get a little bit of experience as a college professor and we
were going to move on,” Messer said.
“However, as the years went by, our
children enjoyed Charleston and I
got the job with Peace Meal (Senior
Nutrition Program) so here we are 35
years later.”
She was introduced to the honors
program at Eastern before the Honors College existed, and she needed
a practicum for one of her education

classes.
Herbert Lasky, the emeritus dean
of the Honors College, directed Messer to work with honors students for a
research project.
Messer said Lasky saw that she
enjoyed working with students and
would fit the structure of the Honors
College so he hired her as a part-time
adviser.
She said of all of the highlights of
working at Eastern, she will miss the
students the most.
“The thing I like best about working with students is seeing them grow
into their potential and being able to
succeed and then excel in so many areas of their life,” she said.
In an email, Kaylee Justice, a junior
mathematics major, said Messer was
more than willing to help whenever
she had a problem or needed someone to talk to.
“Because of you, I was presented with opportunities I never would
have been given otherwise,” Justice
wrote to Messer. “The experiences I gained from those opportunities
helped me grow as a person and made
my college experience even better. You
are a truly wonderful person, and I,
along with the rest of the honors students, am going to miss you terribly.”
Messer said she enjoys working
with honors students because they are
typically motivated, innovative and
academically driven.
She said she loves the opportunity to see students evolve from being
unsure and nervous to successful and
confident.
“She has been here since its inception, and she knows the workings of
the Honors College inside and out

R ACHEL RODGERS | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Margaret Messer, the director of Honors Student Affairs, will retire this
year. She has worked with honors students for more than 20 years.

so she is the fountain of all information, really,” Stimac said. “She helps
all students from becoming a prospective student to being to a new freshman to a graduating senior to being
an alumnus.”
When the honors program began
at Eastern 30 years ago, about 250
students were involved, she said.
One of her favorite memories was
in 2003 when Lasky petitioned for
the honors program to become the
Honors College. They had more than
600 honors students at that time and
met the criteria of the National Collegiate Honors Council.
Messer said she decided to retire

to spend more time with her family,
which includes seven grandsons.
In her free time, she said she likes
to read and travel. She plans to go to
Kuala Lampur, Malaysia, in the fall
to visit her daughter and four of her
grandsons.
“I joke that I would like to see her
letter of retirement lost in the mail,”
Stimac said. “It is going to be a welldeserved retirement, but it is bittersweet. I could be here another 20
years and still learn from Margaret.”
Rachel Rodgers can
be reached at 581-2812
or rjrodgers@eiu.edu.

FUNDR AISING

23rd charity auction for Mattoon YMCA
By Clare Smith
City Editor

The Mattoon YMCA prides itself
in not turning away families because
of financial reasons, said the organizers of the 23rd annual May Merriment Strong Kids Campaign Benefit.
The Mattoon YMCA will host its
annual benefit at 5 p.m. on Saturday
at the Grand Ballroom in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The charity auction and dinner
started in 1988 as a way to pay off the
debt accumulated from a new facility.
The event’s proceeds are now used
to promote program development
and assist with scholarships and financial assistance.
Julie Easton, finance and human
resource director for the Mattoon
YMCA and an organizer of the event,
said they raise money to help with
their financial assistance program.
“One of the Y’s beliefs is that no

one is turned away for financial inability to pay,” Easton said. “This allows those individuals to partake in
the benefits of membership.”
Adam Fifield, who is co-chairing the event for the first time with
his wife Karen, said the May Merriment is the main revenue source for
the YMCA and the event helps families who cannot afford membership.
Fifield said the event last year
raised $136,000 to go toward the
more than $180,000 given to families
who could not afford membership to
the Mattoon YMCA.
Easton said some of the benefits
of membership include use of the
pool, wellness center, before- and after-school child care, summer camps,
youth sports leagues, cycling class,
aerobic classes, swim classes, the Girls
on the Run program and more.
Fifield, who has attended the event
more than 10 times, said he and his
wife wanted to help the YMCA with

this event because of all the good it
does for the community.
“The Y is a great organization, and
we just have a lot of belief in the Y
and what they stand for,” Fifield said.
“We wanted to give back.”
The event will begin with socializing and silent auctions.
Easton said the silent auction
items are contributions from the
community that include things like
hotel stays, gift certificates to local restaurants and other community businesses, items from Eastern and Lakeland College, golf tickets, purses from
Coach, and paintings.
“Without the support and contributions of local businesses, we
couldn’t do this,” Easton said.
Fifield said there are more than
260 silent auction items this year.
He also said the live auction will
begin at 7 p.m. during the dinner catered by Panther Catering.
Easton said the live auction will in-

clude more than 50 items like a gokart, a trip to Walt Disney World, a
John Deere tractor, an outdoor patio
set, a Persian-themed dinner for 10
people and personal training.
Easton also said the YMCA is selling raffle tickets for $100 a piece prior to the event.
The grand prize is a trip for two to
San Francisco or a $4,000 cash prize.
The winner will be announced at the
event.
Tickets are available for $75 per
person.
For $250, individuals or businesses can be a table sponsor, which includes a one-fourth-page ad in the
catalog and their name on a table.
The Mattoon YMCA can be contacted at (217) 234-9494.
Tickets will not be sold at the
door.
Clare Smith can
be reached at 581-2812
or cwsmith2@eiu.edu.
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State

Riff ‘n’ Roll

IHSA sued
concerning
disability
access
By The Associate Press
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Steve Kaiser, a music graduate student, plays guitar on Tuesday at Jackson Street Coffee for the coffeehouse’s first weekly jazz/blues jam session of the
summer.

C AMPUS

Summer camps, conferences
to keep Eastern facilities busy
By Ash Elkins
Campus Editor

Eastern’s campus will still buzz with
activity this summer despite the small
number of students because of the
summer camps and conferences it will
host.
The Illinois High School Association
has several state championships offered,
including the Girls’ Badminton Championship that began May 10 and ended May 12.
The Girls’ Track and Field State
Championship is scheduled to begin
today and continue until Saturday, and
the Boys’ Track and Field is set for May
24-26.
Eastern provides housing for students during the days of these events.
Coaches of teams can sign up for
housing in Douglas, Lawson, Andrews,

Carman, Lincoln, Thomas and Taylor
halls.
Though Ford, Weller and McKinney
halls have been used in the past, they
are unavailable this year because of renovations.
Prices vary based on the room type
and number of nights staying. For
those staying in a double room, one
night is $20 per person, two nights is
$30 per person, and three nights is $40
per person.
Students who wish to stay in a single room can expect to pay $28 for one
night, $42 for two nights or $56 for
three nights.
Matt Boyer, Eastern’s conference
coordinator, said Eastern does benefit when it hosts events events like the
track meet.
“It is great exposure for Eastern to
have these high school students on

campus,” Boyer said. “It’s a great recruitment tool, too.”
He also said the different conferences help provide jobs for full-time faculty and for students in need of a summer job.
Eastern also hosts its own athletic camps for different sports. The first
athletic camp will be June 10 to June
12 for high school football teams.
Visiting high school teams will be
able to work with Eastern coaches and
students to improve their skills.
The Eastern track camp runs from
June 13 to 15, volleyball and softball
will begin June 18 to June 21, women’s basketball will run June 25 to 28,
and cross country will be from June 26
to 30.
In addition to athletic camps, many
high school bands and professional
drum corps also use Eastern’s facilities.

“There are eight high school bands
from across Illinois and Indiana that
use our facilities to prepare for parade
and field competitions,” Boyer said.
“They bring their own staff and just
work on their shows.”
The eight bands are from: Evansville
North High School, Watseka High
School, Monticello High School, Pekin
Community High School, Romeoville
High School, Metamora High School,
Minooka High School and Highland
High School.
Professional Cavalier Drum and Bugle Corp from Rosemont will also utilize Eastern's facilities to prepare their
show for international contest.
Ash Elkins can
be reached at 581-2812
or acelkins@eiu.edu.

CIT Y

IHSA meets benefit Charleston community
By Clare Smith
City Editor

Businesses have cut back hours.
Marty’s has closed its’ doors and will
not open until the fall semester.
The streets seem empty.
The campus becomes fairly empty
when it is not filled with bustling students.
Each May, though, for two weekends, the city booms and comes alive
with the arrival of athletes for the Illinois High School Association final
track and field meets.
Eastern has been hosting the IHSA
track and field finals for decades.
Each year, the events bring in an immense amount of business to Eastern
and Charleston.
The hotels of Charleston and Mat-

toon quickly fill up during both of
these weekends.
Guatam Patel, the general manager at the Days Inn in Charleston, said
almost every hotel in a 45-mile radius
fills up because of the high school track
and field meets at Eastern.
“The last two years, we were sold out
a couple of months in advance,” Patel
said. “While we weren’t sold out a couple of months in advance this year, we
are sold out now.”
Patel attributed the delay in being
sold out to the presence of a second hotel in Charleston.
Patel also said May tends to be his
hotel’s busiest month.
“Graduation, (state) badminton and
state track give us four weekends in a
row that we are sold out,” he said.
Hotels are not the only living options available to those traveling to

Charleston for the competition.
The athletes, coaches, officials, and
spectators are also able to book a stay in
one of Eastern’s residence halls.
Mark Hudson, director of University Housing and Dining Services, said
the university has been providing housing for the track meets for 40 years.
Each weekend that the IHSA track
is at Eastern, Hudson said there would
be around 2,500 people staying in the
residence halls.
The residence halls and local hotels
are not the only businesses benefiting
from the track meets.
Some of the busiest nights for restaurants in Charleston and Mattoon
are on the track meet weekends, Hudson said.
“Pizza places are always the busiest,”
he said.
There are also opportunities for local

businesses at the track meets.
“The community, in partnership
with the university, works to organize
the events around O’Brien (Stadium).”
Hudson said.
Many venders will have stands at the
field selling food items, and IHSA will
have a souvenir stand.
Hudson also said the events provide
Eastern with recruitment opportunities.
“By hosting, we are bringing prospective Eastern students here,” Hudson said. “They stay on campus, eat
in Taylor Dining and University Food
Court, and get a taste of what Eastern’s
campus is about.”
Clare Smith can
be reached at 581-2812
or cwsmith2@eiu.edu.

The Illinois Attorney General's Office and an advocacy group for the disabled filed a federal lawsuit Wednesday
that aims to force the organization that
oversees high school sports in the state
to allow disabled athletes to compete in
swimming and track events.
The lawsuit filed in U.S. District
Court in Chicago by the Attorney General Lisa Madigan and Equip for Equality accuses the Illinois High School Association of violating disabilities laws by
not providing equal access to competitions.
The suit was filed on behalf of
16-year-old Mary Kate Callahan of
LaGrange. Her school, Fenwick High
School in in suburban Oak Park, lets
her compete in local swimming meets
but she can't win points for her team,
and IHSA championships don't include the separate category she seeks for
disabled swimmers.
"We work just as hard and want to
represent our high schools at the highest level of competition just like all athletes," Mary Kate said. "The IHSA is
preventing us from doing so."
Madigan said the lawsuit aims to
force the IHSA to allow disabled swimmers and track-and-field athletes to
compete and earn points in all competitions starting with the 2012-13 year, including their own classification at state
championships. The IHSA could then
add opportunities in other sports later.
The IHSA says it already allows disabled athletes to compete in some cases
and has a committee looking into greater access for the disabled.
"We've been actively engaged, listing to stakeholders, advocacy groups,
parents, student athletes and others to
determine how to enhance opportunities for our student athletes, all of our
student athletes," Director Marty Hickman said in an emailed statement.
Equip for Equality argues that more
than a dozen states have the kind of
provisions for disabled athletes to compete in sanctioned events that the lawsuit seeks.
"This lawsuit seeks to bring Illinois
in line with many other states, which
already fully include student athletes
with disabilities," said Zena Naiditch,
the group's president.
After meeting earlier this year with
attorneys form the attorney general's office to discuss access for disabled
athletes, the IHSA filed its own lawsuit against the attorney general, asking a judge to find that the association's
current policies don't violate disabilities
laws. That lawsuit in McLean County
Circuit Court is pending.
The IHSA is the governing body for
all but 18 of Illinois' 811 public and
private high schools.
Mary Kate is paralyzed from the
waist down after contracting a neurological disorder called transverse myelitis as an infant. She's reliant on a
wheelchair but swims using her arms
and shoulders. She has been swimming
competitively since age 6. She also
wants to participate in track.
She said she hopes to force a change
that would let her fully compete during the 2012-13 school year, her senior
year.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Students should
take advantage
of scholarships
May is usually a month of celebration. Across
the nation, college students excitedly await this
month. It means warm weather, no class, the end
of finals and summer.
For some, May means graduation, the culmination of years of studying, all-nighters and
stress.
However, it is becoming increasingly evident
that graduation day is not what most thought it
to be. According to The Huffington Post, since the
mid-2000s, the average loan debt among college
graduates has steadily risen, reaching an average
of over $25,000 in 2011.
Couple that statistic with a rising unemployment rate among college graduates- 12 percentand graduation day seems less a celebration and
more a fright.
With this in mind, future students and
administrators should be intensely following the
outcome of Congressional debates over Stafford
Loans. As of now, the interest rate on Stafford
Loans sits at 3.4 percent.
However, should Congress fail to pass new
regulations, the standard interest rates on Stafford Loans would double to 6.8 percent on July
1.That doubling would mean roughly $1,000
extra for those receiving loans.
These figures should be frightening for Eastern students. With unemployment among college graduates 20 to 25 year old rising, this new
rate would be another setback for those trying to
find work and financial stability.
With legislation seemingly already working
against them, Eastern’s students should be taking
full advantage of the opportunities given to them
by the university.
The website for Eastern’s Office of Financial
Aid lists 554 different scholarships for students.
Divided between the 49 different undergraduate majors offered through Eastern’s four academic colleges, each major offers an average of 11
scholarships (although some programs offer more
than others).
As of now, the figures seem to be working against the average college student. At both
the state and national levels, the average wage
is declining, while the average cost of tuition is
quickly rising. College graduates are forced to
face unemployment as well as a shrinking job
market and growing competition for jobs.
Unemployment, coupled with rising student
debt averages and possible tuition increases, cannot necessarily be avoided. However, Eastern has
implemented a system that can help students prepare financially for the future, offering assistance
in both the form of grants and scholarships.
However, should students not take full advantage of these opportunities, they may eventually disappear. The university cannot afford to continually offer such incentives if only a handful of
students are capitalizing on them.
Student employment and scholarship opportunities can help alleviate some of the financial
hardships that may come after graduation, not
only in the form of monetary assistance, but as
embellishment for resumes and applications.
Essentially, taking the opportunities granted by Eastern can only help down the road, and
students should never hesitate to protect their
futures.
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Calling all students; we’re ready to talk

I enjoy hip hop, the Chicago Bulls, Will
Ferrell movies and long walks on the beach.
I also enjoy journalism.
To me, it’s the most intriguing medium for
communication, debate and discussion.
Journalism is always changing, adapting to
every minute and tiny development on a daily basis. I believe it to be the most pure form
of democracy, and I consider myself blessed to
live in a place so tolerant of that idea.
With that in mind, I was thrilled when I
was named The Daily Eastern News opinions
editor for this summer. Being a figurehead for
an entire news organization seemed an overwhelming honor.
Keeping that responsibility in mind, I want
to immediately establish my goals and aspirations for this position.
Over the next few months, I hope to facilitate legitimate and pertinent discussion
through this page. Our country is currently amid a period of immense complexity: two
wars, economic strife, civil rights movements,
an extremely partisan upcoming presidential
election, and a plethora of other hot-button
issues that are all ready for debate.
I hope that this page can be a forum for
such dialogue. I’m not advocating or proposing any malicious or spiteful commentary.

John Downen
However, I also understand that opinions
are fundamental to successful growth, both
personally and academically.
Journalism asks its participants to strive for
objectivism. I’m telling you now, this page will
not necessarily follow such an ideal- the very
nature of an “opinions page” necessitates some
subjectivity.
However, that does not mean that my opinion, nor The DEN’s, will ever be influenced by
an agenda.
My main objective is to facilitate discussion- discussion that will serve as informative
and promotional of growth. The complexity
of today’s social and political arenas demands
such an approach.
You might not always agree with us. That’s
fine. We may not always agree with you. That’s
fine too.

Compromise will dictate this page to the
fullest extent of our ability, and I assure you
that your opinion, should you choose to voice
it, will always be met with respect and encouragement.
As stated, journalism is inherently democratic. However, democracy is an interdependent function.
Through this page, we can only accomplish
so much without your feedback. For us to be
successful, we need to hear what you want,
think and feel.
Send us emails. Encourage us when you like
the direction we’re going. Tell us when you
think we’re wrong. Agree with us, or disagree
with us. Call our standpoints flawed, wrong
or even idiotic, just so long as you truly believe so and can provide logical support for
your views.
The success of this page and the newspaper
as a whole is rooted in discussion and critique,
and by involving yourself in such forums, you
only improve the quality of this publication.
Thank you, and I look forward to our talks.
John Downen is a junior journalism major
He can be reached at 581-7942
or DENopinions@gmail.com.
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The truth about modern families
By Bethany Bekas
Western Courier
Western Illinois University

I wanted to write a column about Pastor Sean
Harris, but I’m not going to.
For those who have the joy of being unaware
of who this man is, he is a pastor from Fayetteville, N.C. who became an overnight poster boy
for bigotry after he delivered a sermon which
suggested girls “should act like girls, dress like
girls and smell like young girls” and considered
homosexuality as immoral as child molestation.
In preparation for the column I’m not writing, I listened to 27 minutes and 11 seconds of
a bitter diatribe against homosexuality, and I became overly enraged and feared my eardrums
would burst from the sheer noise of the hate
speech.
Finally, after 27 minutes of nonsensical, sexist, bigoted remarks, he spoke to the root of his
issue. He stated that people who grow up without their biological fathers are significantly more
likely to grow up poor, “do poorly in school,
smoke, drink, use drugs and wind up in jail.”
He didn’t say “strong male role model,” or
“father figure;” he specifically said “biological
father.” He had to say “biological father,” or he

would not have a case against homosexuality.
Christian procreation and the concept of a
nuclear, biological family have to be his main
causes. It is the only way he can spread his diseased form of thinking through the generations.
He states to his crowd: “You’re supposed to
get married, and you’re supposed to get pregnant...These children worship the one true
God.”
Biology has nothing to do with the definition
of family. Genetics do not serve as a certificate
for better parenting, and blood is never going
to be as important as a loving, nurturing environment.
This column is not about a bigot with a subdued and mentally bigoted audience; it’s about
family.
The concept of a biological, nuclear family as
the only acceptable definition of family in the
21st century is sickening.
Saturday, May 12, marks a poorly recognized
holiday. Flower vendors don’t send out coupons
and Hallmark has yet to publish a generic poem
in its honor. Hell, Wikipedia doesn’t even have a
page recognizing it. The Saturday before Mother’s day marks Birth Mother’s Day, a day that
honors the brave women who give their gift of
life to new, non-biological parents.

Letters to the editor can be submitted at any time on any topic to the Opinions
Editor to be published in The Daily Eastern News.
The DEN’s policy is to run all letters that are not libelous or potentially harmful.
They must be less than 250 words.

Families formed by adoption do not lie within the comfortable definition of the average
American family or Harris’ view of a God-loving family.
As an adopted child, I’ve been astonished
at the number of times I’ve had to answer the
question, “Have you ever met your ‘real’ parents?”
My answer is always the same: Yes, my “real”
parents woke up in the middle of night to feed
me when I was an infant. They taught me how
to ride my bike, and they bought me a margarita
on my 21st birthday. My “real” parents are the
only parents I have ever known.
Harris’ idea that a congenial act and nine
months of gestation create parents is atrocious.
Putting biological families on a pedestal prevents
progress. It causes people to hold onto traditionalist ideas and prevents loving heterosexual couples, loving homosexual couples and single individuals from experiencing the joys of family.
A famly should be defined as any loving unit.
In junior high health class, we are all told sex
doesn’t equal love. It’s time we learn biology
doesn’t either.
To read more go to www.westerncourier.com

Letters to the editor can be brought in with identification to The DEN at 1811
Buzzard Hall.
Letters may also be submitted electronically from the author’s EIU e-mail address
to DENopinions@gmail.com.
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Movie Review
PHOTO GR APHIC BY SHELLEY HOLMGREN

Shelley Holmgren

Temper Trap
delivers with
2nd album

I

t’s a daunting task
t o f o l l ow - u p a
break out album
as successful as 2009’s
Conditions, but Aussie
rockers The Temper Trap
rise to the occasion with
their self-titled sophomore effort.
Thanks most in part
to films like 500 Days of
Summer and an intensely overplayed Coca-Cola commercial, The Temper
Trap quickly became the go-to band for a “hip, indie anthem” with their breakout hit “Sweet Disposition.”
However, if you took the time to give the rest
of their debut album a listen, you’d realize these
gents are much better than being a featured group
on Grey’s Anatomy – and they prove that again with
their second album.
The album opens with “I Need Your Love,” picking up on the somber notes that concluded Conditions. “I am a war of flesh and heart that’s left undone, between the person that I was and have become,” lead vocalist Dougy Mandagi sings as he
flexes his golden pipes. (Yes, I said golden pipes.
Have you heard the man sing? Those pipes are pretty damn golden if you ask me.) The song is complimented with a playful arcade synth melody setting the pace with a syncopated drumline – almost
makes you forget how actually heartbreaking the
song is.
Despite their Aussie roots (in 2008, the group
relocated from Melbourne to London), there is a
very palpable Morrissey influence in the aptly titled
“London Calling.” The band plays with a Smithsworthy vigor that may drive you to riot (or have a
dance-off) in the streets a la “V for Vendetta. (Guy
Fawkes mask not included with album, but remember – a revolution without dancing is a revolution
not worth having.) And whether band members
will be inspired to follow Morrissey’s influence and
strip of their shirts when they play Lollapalooza in
Chicago this summer is yet to be determined (yet
fully encouraged by this reviewer).
One of the album’s quiet triumphs is “The Sea
is Calling.” Mandagi’s vocals are beautifully layered
with vibrant harmonies – you just want to crawl
into the happy place that are his vocal chords and
hibernate there forever … or maybe that’s just me.
The resounding success on the album is the achingly tender “Rabbit Hole.” The song opens with
Mandagi’s haunting falsetto and builds to a throbbing crescendo. “It will be a cold day in hell before
we’re done – just feeding the flame, arresting the
fight with fire.” Similar to Conditions’ “Solder On,”
this song showcases what makes The Temper Trap
truly glorious – the ability to combine raw songwriting and skilled musicality. If you don’t have chills after listening to this track, I’m not sure you have a
pulse (or a heart, you monster).
“I’m Gonna Wait” is the anthem for any crazy post-break-up girl who drinks a box of wine in
the middle of the night and needs sounds of drunken solace … but again, maybe that’s just me. “And
some say I’m a fool for waiting for you,” you can
slur along. It’s a tranquil melody that goes down a
lot smoother than that off-brand box of White Zinfandel with the echoed chorus, “I’m gonna wait, I’m
gonna wait, for you” (and it comes sans-nasty hangover as well!).
Did The Temper Trap leave me as breathless as
their debut effort? No. But pretty damn close. Listen for yourself when The Temper Trap drops June 5.

ASSEMBLED
Whedon delivers movie of heroic proportions

I

’m basically a five-yearold trapped in a 20-yearold’s body. My soul is
probably trapped in Neverland (the ‘never grow-up’
kind not the Michael Jackson kind). That being said
I try not to let my juvenile
mind loose in public. People
seem to frown on it. But there
are some things that make
me lose control, and all of a
sudden I’m jumping up and
down cheering for imaginary
heroes.
“The Avengers” is by far
one of those things.
It isn’t just the movie’s action, or the comedy, or the
character development. It’s
all of these things. Much like
the superhero team’s ensemble cast “The Avengers” brings
together a combination of elements to do what one film
cannot do alone.
It’s not one movie though,
not really. It’s a culmination
of five previous movies, developed over the past four years
by Marvel Studios. Those
movies took time introducing
titular characters such as Iron

Reviewed by Seth Schroeder
Man, Captain America, The
Hulk and Thor as well as the
lesser-known heroes Hawkeye, Black Widow and Nick
Fury.
This frees up “The Avengers” from having to spend
time on the typical origin stories found in most superhero
movies and lets it spend more
time on interaction between
the characters and action sequences.
You don’t have to see any of
the previous movies to be able
to get into “The Avengers”
though it probably helps (and
you’d be missing out, they’re
worth watching).
The heroes are brought together by Fury in order to
combat a galactic army led by
the Norse god Loki (Thor’s
evil brother and played by
Tom Hiddleston) who aims to
conquer the earth.
Before assembling as a true
team, however, the Avengers
spend a lot of time fighting
amongst themselves before
learning how to truly work
together. Yeah… it’s definitely not the most original sto-

In theaters
this weekend ...
Battleship
Director: Peter Berg
Writers: Erich Hoeber, Jon Hoeber
Stars: Alexander Skarsgård, Brooklyn Decker and Liam Neeson
PG-13 • 131 minutes

A fleet of ships is forced to do battle with an armada of unknown
origins in order to discover and thwart their destructive goals.

Most of you are probably going to show up for the
hero-on-hero combat.You’ll get it. There’s enough
punching and god-whomping to satisfy The Hulk
himself.
ry but it’s still an entertaining
and smart thrill ride that will
keep you hooked.
Most of you are probably
going to show up for the hero-on-hero combat. You’ll get
it. There’s enough punching
and god-whomping to satisfy
The Hulk himself. The last 20
minutes also sort of explode
into pure CGI city carnage.
But director Joss Whedon
was not satisfied with just the
typical flips and tricks found
in most Michael Bay films.
He also included dialogue
that makes you care about
the characters and what happens to them. Our heroes jabber back and forth like clever
sitcom characters. Their quips
and retorts make “The Avengers” one of the better comedy
movies to be found in theaters
right now.
Robert Downey Jr. (who

plays Tony Stark a.k.a. Iron
Man) could probably have
produced enough of the comedy gold on his own but the
spotlight gets shifted around
enough to truly make things
feel like a team endeavor.
“ The Avengers” almost
shouldn’t work. There’s a lot
going on and it tries to accomplish so much. It never feels too dense though and
the pacing gives us plenty of
breathing room.
Somehow the movie brings
in multiple characters in colorful costumes and grounds it
in realism. It doesn’t take itself too seriously but it never feels ridiculous. It’s not just
a good comic book movie, it’s
a good movie and as a comic fan that’s exactly what I was
looking for.

What to Expect When
You’re Expecting
Director: Kirk Jones
Writers: Shauna Cross (screenplay), Heather Hach (screenplay),
and 1 more credit »
Stars: Cameron Diaz, Matthew Morrison and J. Todd Smith
PG-13 • 110 minutes
A look at love through the eyes of five interconnected
couples experiencing the thrills and surprises of
having a baby, and ultimately coming to understand
the universal truth that no matter what you plan for,
life doesn’t always deliver what’s expected.

C lassifieds
For rent
5 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM HOUSE ON
12TH CLOSE TO CAMPUS, A/C, WASHER/DRYER, DISHWASHER. $350/PERSON. (217) 276-8191. PILOT410@HOTMAIL.COM
__________________________5/17
Available 2012-2013 One, Two and
Three bedroom apartments. Fully furnished Lincoln street and South Division Street Locations. Some units with
Vaulted ceilings and skylights. Mixture
of ceramic/hardwood/carpeted flooring. Fully size beds, pc workstation tables, dresser, full length leather sofa
and over stuffed chair. For additional
information and or tour call 217-3170200
__________________________5/22
ONLY $285/MO /person-NEW CARPET,
GREAT LOCATION NEAR LANTZ,
GRASSY YARD, OFF-ST. PARK. 3
BDRMS., KIT., LR. 549-2528.
__________________________5/24
INEXPENSIVE $285/MO /person! ALL
LARGE RMS: 5 BDRMS, KIT, LR. NEW
CARPET, 1 BLOCK FRM CAMPUS, YARD,
OFF-ST. PKG. 549-2528.
__________________________5/24
Now leasing 3-4 bedroom townhouse
close to campus and the bookstore.
Trash included. Call 217-276-6518
__________________________5/31
1515 11th 3 bedroom for 3 $250 each.
Call 549-7031
__________________________5/31
FALL 2012-VERY NICE 4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSE ON 12TH STREET CAMPUS
SIDE. AWESOME LOCATION. LARGER
BEDROOMS, A/C, WASHER/DRYER,
DISHWASHER, LAWN SERVICE INCLUDED. (217) 549-9348.
__________________________5/31
NICE 2 BR APTS 2001 S. 12th ST & 1305
18th ST. Stove, frig, microwave, Trash
pd. 217-348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________5/31
2BR APTS, 955 4th ST. Stove, frig, microwave, dishwasher. Garage. Water &
Trash pd. 217-348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________5/31
DELUXE 1 BR APTS. 117 W. Polk, 1306
Arthur Ave. Stove, frig, microwave,
Dishwasher, washer/dryer. Trash pd.
217-348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________5/31
STORAGE UNITS - 4x12 and up. Renting now for summer. 217-348-7746
__________________________5/31
1 bedroom apartment East of campus.
217-345-5832, rcrrentals.com
__________________________5/31
3 bedroom 2 bath, NEW with W/D,
dishwasher, very close, must see
217-345-9595 EIUStudentRentals.com
___________________________6/5
House for rent. 4th & Taylor. 4-5 bedroom, 2 full bath, 2 half baths, W/D, refrigerator. Stove included. Rent will
discuss. 618-670-4442
___________________________6/7
Now Renting for Fall 2012 4 bedroom.
Rent now and get 1 month free. Call
345-2467.
__________________________6/14
Fall 2012 Nice 3 bedroom house on 9th
just 3 blocks from campus. Large back
yard, W/D, dishwasher, lawncare provided. 217-690-4976.
__________________________6/14
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. Over
20 years experience. 345-4489.
www.woodrentals.com
__________________________6/28
2BR apt 1/2 block to Lantz includes cable, internet @ $325/person. www.
woodrentals.com, 345-4489, Jim
Wood, Realtor
__________________________6/28
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For rent
3BR split-level for 3@$330 plus utilities.
Lots of room, 2 car garage, w/d, dishwasher, a/c. www.woodrentals.com.
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor,
345-4489.
__________________________6/28
1 person apt. includes cable, internet,
water, trash @$440/month.
www.woodrentals.com, 345-4489, Jim
Wood, Realtor
__________________________6/28
4-6 bedroom 2 bath house, 1521 S.
2nd, w/d, a/c, $300 each 549-3273
__________________________7/19
Renting NOW! 1,2,&3 bedrooms, Park
Place, Royal Heights. Close to campus!
www.tricountymg.com. 348-1479
__________________________7/19
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS. NICE! GREAT LOCATION.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. REASONABLE INCLUDES WATER, TRASH. 217-549-5624
__________________________7/19
ECONOMICAL! One bdrm loft apt. Furnished. $385/month. 1508 1/2 First St.
School year 2012-13. Call Jan
345-8350.
__________________________7/19
FALL '12-'13: 1,2, & 3 BR APTS. BUCHANAN STREET APTS. CHECK US OUT
AT BUCHANANST.COM OR CALL
345-1266.
__________________________7/19
NOW AVAILABLE! 1 BR APTS 3 BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS BUCHANAN STREET
APTS 345-1266
__________________________7/19
House for rent. 4 bedroom, 2 bath.
345-1266
__________________________7/19
1 Bedroom Apartments. North of stadium. Spacious. $410. 345-1266
__________________________7/19
ATTENTION GRAD & SERIOUS STUDENTS NEW STUDIO & NEW 1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS!! Available August 2012. 3 blocks from campus on
Garfield Avenue. 217-348-8249
www.ppwrentals.com
__________________________7/19
WWW.PPWRENTALS.COM OR 217-3488249
__________________________7/19
Call today for specials!! Renting 3 & 4
(available now). 1812 9th; 1205 Grant 3
BR apartment. 348-0673/ 549-4011.
www.sammyrentals.com
__________________________7/19
On campus. 4 bedroom & 2 bath house
for rent at 1526 3rd St. C/A, W/D. Large
private backyard. $300/person. Trash
included. 549-5402
__________________________7/19
THREE/TWO BEDROOM HOUSES, 1210
3RD TWO BEDROOM TWO BATH
APARTMENTS 1026 EDGAR $250/
MONTH 549-4074 345-3754
__________________________7/19
Fall 2012. Very nice 2 and 3 bedroom, 2
bath apartments located right behind
McHughes. $275-$350/person.
myeiuhome.com, 217-493-7559
__________________________7/19
Fall 2012. Very nice 1,2,3,4,5,6 bedroom houses, townhouses, and apartments. All excellent locations. Some
pet friendly. $275-$350/person.
217-493-7559, www.myeiuhome.com
__________________________7/19
Apartments for fall. 1,2 & 3 Bedroom.
Closet to EIU. Furnished & Unfurnished. Locally owned and managed.
No Pets! Call 217-345-7286
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
__________________________7/19

Don’t just sit there!
Advertise!
581-2812

Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Govt. org. whose
logo depicts an
eagle standing on
a key
4 Actress Veronica
who was the model
in the last cigarette
ad shown on U.S. TV
9 Backyard event,
informally
14 View from
Casablanca: Abbr.
15 Item on a
toothpick, maybe
16 Stop abruptly
17 I.S.P. giant
18 Queen of India
19 Persian Gulf port
20 Founder of the
26-/21-Down, who
died on
April 12, 1912
23 Initial feeling?
24 It helps you get a
handle on things
25 It’s a thought
27 Torch bearer
28 Norma of “Sunset
Boulevard”
32 White jacket, often
35 Core
36 Computer maker
37 Unimagined
38 Clearance sites?
42 Vocabulary-related
45 Kind of wave
46 Judiciary checker:
Abbr.
47 Forage storage
48 Faucet attachment

52 Steamy place
55 Some
26-/21-Down
volunteers
57 Capital of the
country that’s
alphabetically
first in the United
Nations
59 Some Beethoven
works
60 The Battle Born
State: Abbr.
61 “Go farther”
sloganeer, once
62 Lassitude
63 Break
64 Debussy
contemporary
65 Breaks
66 Lack of focus,
colloquially
DOWN
1 Annual Image
Awards grp.
2 Alternative to
Putinka, briefly
3 Literary middle
name
4 He is “more an
antique Roman
than a Dane,” in
literature
5 Georgia’s on its
side
6 Where longdistance calls
are made in the
Mideast?
7 ___ since
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8 It flows with the
wind
9 Cool quality, in
modern slang
10 “Father of,” in
Arabic
11 “Judge Judy”
coverage?
12 Victoria’s Secret
merchandise
13 Medicine
applicator
21 See 26-Down
22 Poetry volume
26 With 21-Down,
humanitarian
organization
29 10 sawbucks

30 ESPN ticker abbr.
31 Computer maker
32 Workout target, for
short
33 Yearn
34 When doubled, a
vitamin deficiency
39 1929 #1 hit whose
title follows the line
“Now he’s gone
and we’re through”
40 Cultivate
41 Transport on two
wheels
42 Openings
43 Deleted, as text

PUZZLE BY MICHAEL SHTEYMAN

44 Abnormal dryness,
to a dermatologist
49 Fiji’s neighbor to
the east
50 Mountain nymph
51 Answered
52 They’re lifted on
chairlifts
53 “No ___ nada”
(“Don’t worry
about it”: Sp.)
54 Neighbor
56 Department of NW
France
58 Israeli weapon

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the last 50 years:
1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit nytimes.com/mobilexword for more
information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords
($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Hit your mark!
Place an ad with the DEN
217-581-2816

Tweet
Tweet

Follow
the Daily
Eastern
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twitter!
dennews

Don’t let the summer heat bring you down ...
Cool down & advertise with The DEN instead!
Receive 20% off your ad when you run
every Tuesday & Thursday for the summer!

To place an ad
with us ...
Call 581-2812
Monday - Thursday
9 am - 4 pm
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Nation
Autistic young adults lack jobs
By The Associated Press

R ACHEL RODGERS | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

More than 70 people protested against the state's proposed pension reform in front of State Sen. Dale Righter's office in Mattoon on Wednesday.
Most of the protesters were representing Eastern's chapter of the University Professionals of Illinois or the Illinois Education Association.

Sheila Simons, a professor of
health studies and a member of
UPI, said she has worked at Eastern
for 20 years and is concerned that
the Illinois General Assembly might
try to pass pension reform legislation in the next 36 hours without
consulting those who would be hurt
by it.
“We have prided ourselves at
keeping and recruiting teachers,
but now we are telling them not to
come to our state because the state
cannot provide for their retirement
or keep their promises,” she said.
Paula Herron, who has taught
second grade at Carl Sandburg Elementary School and been a member of the Illinois Education Association for 20 years, said she cannot
receive Social Security and her pen-

sion is the only retirement she has.
“I need to work as long as I can
and we just want to be treated fairly so this is heartbreaking,” Herron
said. “This burden should not be on
our backs alone, and by alienating
a large portion of the state, Illinois
will become an embarrassment to
the rest of the nation.”
During the protest, Herron firmly held her sign that read “Pension ‘Reform’= Theft.” Other signs
i n c l u d e d “ K e e p Yo u r Pr o m i s es,” “Don’t Fast-Track the Attack,”
“Don’t Occupy My Pension Plan,”
and “Our Pensions Are Our Social
Security.”
Rachel Rodgers can
be reached at 581-2812
or rjrodgers@eiu.edu.

COUNCIL, from page 1
“Our local licensed facilities have
asked for applications and have begun the process of gaining these
machines, but they have been told
on the state level that their applications will not be considered until our local ordinance allows it,” Inyart said.
He said he wanted to hurry the
passage of this ordinance in order to
prevent the facilities in Charleston
from being at a disadvantage when
their applications came to the top
of the pile.
The City Council members
agreed, and the ordinance passed
unanimously.
The Council also unanimously
approved refinancing a loan from
the purchase of a fire truck that
Charleston and Eastern split the
cost of.
Refinancing the loan with the
First Mid-Illinois Bank and Trust
would save Charleston and Eastern
more than $14,000, he said.
Also in terms of refinancing, the
council members discussed refund-

ing bonds on a library debt, which
is currently more than $5 million.
By doing this, they estimated
that the taxpayers of Charleston
would save about $549,000, Inyart
said.
Dave Phillips, a representative
from Spirit Financial, said being
able to retain that AA rating during this economic decline is quite
an achievement.
City Manager Scott Smith said
the money saved from this will not
help the city, but will go directly to
the taxpayers.
He said it would be a couple of
years before the taxpayers saw the
money, though.
The Council also voted unanimously to give the Elks Club a raffle license to authorize street closures for the Boy Scouts of America’s Redhawk Rampage on June 30.
Clare Smith can
be reached at 581-2812
or cwsmith2@eiu.edu.

One in 3 young adults with autism
have no paid job experience, college or
technical schooling nearly seven years
after high school graduation, a study
finds. That's a poorer showing than
those with other disabilities including
those who are mentally disabled, the researchers said.
With roughly half a million autistic kids reaching adulthood in the next
decade, experts say it's an issue policymakers urgently need to address.
The study was done well before unemployment peaked from the recession. The situation today is tough even
for young adults who don't have such
limitations.
Ian Wells of Allentown, N.J., is 21,
autistic and won't graduate from high
school until next year. He is unlikely
to attend college because of his autism.
He wants a job but has only found unpaid internships and is currently working part-time and unpaid as a worker at
a fastener factory.
He's a hard worker, with good mechanical skills, but has trouble reading
and speaking, said his mother, Barbara Wells. She said his difficulties understanding social cues and body language
can make other people uncomfortable.
“I'm very afraid" about his prospects for ever finding long-term employment, she said. “It keeps me up at

night."
The study, published online Monday
in Pediatrics, was based on data from
2007-08. It found that within two years
of leaving high school, more than half
of those with autism had no job experience, college or technical education.
Things improved as they got older.
Yet nearly seven years after high school,
35 percent of autistic young adults still
had no paid employment or education
beyond high school.
Those figures compare with 26 percent of mentally disabled young adults,
7 percent of young adults with speech
and language problems, and 3 percent
of those with learning disabilities.
Those with autism may fare worse
because many also have each of the other disabilities studied.
The researchers analyzed data from
a national study of kids receiving special education services, prepared for the
U.S. Department of Education. About
2,000 young adults with one of four
types of disabilities were involved, including 500 with autism.
It's the largest study to date on the
topic and the results "are quite a cause
for concern," said lead author Paul
Shattuck, an assistant professor at
Washington University's Brown School
of Social Work in St. Louis.
"There is this wave of young children
who have been diagnosed with autism
who are aging toward adulthood. We're

kind of setting ourselves up for a scary
situation if we don't think about that
and how we're going to help these folks
and their families," Shattuck said.
Government data suggest that 1 in
88 U.S. kids have autism and there's
evidence that the rate is rising.
Within the next 10 years, more than
500,000 kids with autism will reach
adulthood, said Peter Bell, vice president for programs and services at Autism Speaks, an advocacy group that
helped pay for the study.
"It's a huge, huge issue," Bell said.
"Unfortunately there are many families that really struggle to understand
what that transition ultimately entails.
...They face the reality of having a child
who may potentially not be able to
have enough services to keep them busy
during the day."
"It's only going to get worse ..." Bell
said.
His own 19-year-old son has autism
and is being home-schooled and Bell
has hired therapists to prepare him for
jobs and other life skills.
Carol Schall, a special education policy specialist, said the results confirm
smaller studies showing difficulties facing kids with autism as they transition
into adulthood, and also highlight a
need for better job training services offered in public schools for special education students.

@_mcnamee tweet of the day: #EIU women’s basketball junior guard Jessica Parker writes on Facebook she is transferring @DEN_Sports
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BASEBALL

Ciaglia’s sacrifice
gives Panthers
final home win
Men head to
Jacksonville, Ala.
to take on
Gamecocks
By Marcus Smith
Online Editor

A sacrifice pop-fly ball in the bottom of the ninth inning gave the
Panthers the final run they needed
to win the final home game of the
season.
The Panthers won the game
against the Bradley Braves by 4-3.
The Panthers led the game by
two runs from the bottom of the
fourth inning until the Bradley
Braves tied it up in the top of the
eighth inning.
The Panthers drew first blood in
the bottom of the third inning on a
base hit from Ryan Dineen, a junior
infielder/pitcher, driving in Nathan
Sopena, a junior infielder.
On Monday, Dineen was named
the Ohio Valley Conference’s Player of the Week.
Austin Peay’s Jordan Hankins also
received the honor.
The Braves answered back with a
run in the fourth inning.
In the second half of the fourth
inning, Ben Thoma, a red-shirt senior outfielder, hit a single and David Ciaglia, also a red-shirt senior
outfielder, came up to bat next and
hit it out of the park, making the
score 3-1.
The Braves came back in the
eighth inning to tie up the score on

two separate hits with Ciaglia hitting a sacrifice fly ball later in the
inning allowing T.J. McManus, a
red-shirt senior infielder, to score
the winning run.
Cameron Berra, a sophomore
utility player, said he did well on
defense and was upbeat going into
this week's series against Jacksonville State in Alabama.
“It feels good to get that win going into this week at 'Jack State,’”
Berra said.
The Panthers are 25-25 while the
Jacksonville State Gamecocks are
24-27.
Jim Schmitz, Eastern’s head baseball coach, said he was glad to have
had a variety of pitchers to choose
from.
“I think the big part was that we
got in a couple of pitchers we were
really wanting to get in, who we
are going to need at the end of the
year,” he said.
Schmitz also said he was pleased
with the team’s performance, especially defense and pitching, and he
had no complaints.
“But pitching overall just shut
them down the entire day; and with
the new guys, it's really nice to have
some depth going into the end of
the season, and they actually did a
great job,” Schmitz said.
The Panthers will go up against
Gamecocks in a three-day game
starting today.
The first game will take place at
6:30 p.m. today in Jacksonville, Ala.
Marcus Smith can
be reached at 581- 2812
or masmith6@eiu.edu.
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Freshman pitcher Andrew Grahn winds up for a throw during the Panthers’ game against Bradley Tuesday at
Coaches Stadium. The Panthers won 4-3.

ATHLETICS

Eckert: Tensions between academics, sports inevitable
By Nike Ogunbodede
Editor-in-Chief

Editor’s Note: This is the first installment in a series of articles addressing the resolution proposing to
phase out the appropriated funding
Eastern’s intercollegiate athletics department receives.
Tension will always exist and debates will always occur when sports
and academics are coexisting in the
same intellectual institution, said
Craig Eckert, the chairman of the
sociology/anthropology department.
Eckert said the tension is primarily because of sports not being
a part of the academic mission of a
university.
“You are going to have people
who think too much emphasis is
being put on athletics, and you are
going to have coaches who think
not enough is being done for their
student-athlete,” Eckert said.
Eckert said he holds Grant Sterling in high regard, but he does not
agree with either tiers of his proposal.

Sterling’s proposal was to slowly phase out of athletic appropriated funding on the university’s part.
Sterling also discussed moving Eastern from a Division-I team to a Division-II.
However, Eckert did say the topic of extracurricular funding is
something that should be continually evaluated.
The University of Chicago had
a similar debate, which led to the
university removing itself from the
Big Ten Conference in 1946 after President Rober t Maynard
Hutchins dropped the school from
D-I to D-III in 1939. This also resulted in Hutchins eliminating
football.
“They believed that the athletic teams were corrupting the intellectual reason for the university,” Eckert said. “And (the university) is generally recognized as one
of the most prestigious university in
not only the United States, but in
the world.”
Eckert said he does believe sports
have a role to play in a collegiate atmosphere and can coexist without
overstepping and taking precedence

over academics.
“Schools can put sports in a
proper frame that it doesn’t take
away from the academic mission
of the university,” Eckert said. “It’s
hard. It’s difficult—no one is ever
going to be totally satisfied.”
Eastern, Eckert said, is an example of this mutually beneficial relationship.
“I’m not someone who believes
that by wiping out athletics is going
to make as big of an impact that he
thinks it does,” he said.
Eckert said he thinks sports increase school spirit, engages students and gives them a chance to
learn outside of an academic setting.
“Sports is part of the complement of things that we can come
to appreciate during our time on
a university campus,” Eckert said.
“Music, art, sports—I think those
are all beneficial things for students
to take part in.”
Eckert said it is a misconception
that athletes excel in physical situations while remaining vastly unintelligent. A misconception that
Eckert said has been put to rest in

his classrooms time and time again.
“The athletic population is just
like the student population—there
are a range of abilities and skills,”
Eckert said. “I’ve had some student
athletes that were absolute curvesetters in my class—I’ve got a student right now that is on the track
team that is a phenomenal studentathlete, one of the smartest student
I’ve ever had at Eastern.”
Eckert has been a faculty member at Eastern for 26 years.
“With one or two exceptions,
I’ve never had a problem with athletes showing up for classes that I’ve
taught, taking part in them, doing
what their supposed to and moving
on to their degrees,” Eckert said.
“I’ve always felt like I had the support of the athletic department on
getting student-athletes their diplomas.”
This is something that Eckert
said is not true of every university.
Eckert, who received his bachelor’s at the University of Oklahoma,
said he was able to see how badly an
athletic department could be when
it came to caring about the future
well-being of an athlete when he at-

tended University of Oklahoma.
“That’s where you see the worst
face of college athletics; where kids
are just used for fodder,” Eckert
said. “Beyond your illegibility there
was no care—they had their tutors and their computer lab, but I
don’t think there was really a commitment on the part of the football
program on whether or not these
kids graduated.”
At such institutions, the main
concern of an athletic department
and the university is keeping a player’s eligible instead of their academic accomplishment, Eckert said.
But, Eastern is not among those
universities, Eckert said.
“I’m not saying that there aren’t
athletes that just get by here,” Eckert said. “I’m not saying that there
aren’t athletes at Eastern that don’t
get special favors, but the real egregious corruption in college sports is
at the Division I levels when eligibility takes precedence over everything.”
Nike Ogunbodede can
be reached at 581-2812
or ovogunbodede@eiu.edu.

